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ABSTRACT
Direct numerical simulation of flow over one layer of

spheres above a rigid wall has been carried out. Two cases
are considered. In the first one the spheres are small and the
flow is in the hydraulically smooth regime. In the second one,
the spheres are approximately three times larger and the flow
is in the transitionally rough regime. Various possible defini-
tions of the normalisation parameters are discussed in detail.
The instantaneous flow field and the flow statistics are briefly
presented. The main focus of the study is on drag and lift act-
ing on the particles, which are studied using 2D probability
density functions and temporal correlations.

INTRODUCTION
The present study is motivated by the problem of defin-

ing the onset of sediment erosion which is of interest to many
aspects of engineering. Examples are the stability of bridge
piers or the stability of foundations of off-shore wind turbines
which can be considerably weakened by sediment erosion.
The design of protection devices for these structures is of-
ten based on estimations of the onset of sediment transport,
which is generally linked to the force acting on a particle due
to the hydrodynamic interaction between flow and boundaries
(cf. Garcı́a, 2008, pp. 47). However, while many publications
exist on forces on a single sphere in fluid flow (e.g. Yun et al.,
2006; Zeng et al., 2009; Lee and Balachandar, 2010, and liter-
ature herein), only a limited number of publications consider
the force on a sphere in a rough wall (e.g. Hall, 1988; Singh
et al., 2007; Dwivedi et al., 2010). This lack of data might
be related to the difficulties of directly measuring the force
on a particle in experiments (cf. Muthanna et al., 2005, for
a discussion) or the much higher computational costs related
to numerical simulations of flow over rough walls compared
to flow over smooth walls, i.e. increasing computing power,
made simulations of rough walls feasible only in recent years.

Table 1. Setup parameters of simulations;Reb =Ubhh/ν is
the bulk Reynolds number based on the bulk velocityUbh, the
effective flow depthh= H − y0 and the kinematic viscosity,
ν; Reτ = uτ h/ν is the friction Reynolds number, whereuτ is
the friction velocity;D+ = Duτ/ν is the particle diameter in
viscous units;D/∆x is the resolution of a particle;∆x+ is the
grid spacing in viscous units.

Case Reb Reτ D+ D/∆x ∆x+

F10 2870 188 10.7 14 0.77

F50 2880 235 49.3 46 1.07

To provide some high-fidelity data of force on particles
and to make a first step towards improving the understand-
ing of the fundamental mechanisms involved in sediment ero-
sion direct numerical simulations of open-channel flow over
a layer of fixed particles were carried out. The present paper
discusses some aspects of the definition of the scaling param-
eters, the flow field and the hydrodynamic forces acting on the
particles.

NUMERICAL SETUP
The flow configuration consists of turbulent open-

channel flow over a geometrically rough wall. The wall is
formed by one layer of fixed spheres which are packed in a
square arrangement (see Figure 1). The distance between the
particle centres isD+ 2∆x, whereD is the particle diame-
ter and∆x is the grid spacing. Aty = 0 a rigid wall is lo-
cated below the layer of spheres. As can be seen in Figure 1
this rigid wall is roughened by spherical caps staggered in the
streamwise and spanwise direction with respect to the layerof
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Figure 1. Close-up of particle arrangement on bottom wall
in case F50 jointly with solid wall roughened by particle
heaps.

spheres above.
The physical and numerical parameters of the simula-

tions are summarised in Table 1. The dimensions of the com-
putational domain areLx/H × Ly/H × Lz/H = 12× 1× 3,
in streamwise, wall-normal and spanwise direction, respec-
tively. An equidistant Cartesian grid with 3072× 256× 768
grid points is employed. Two cases are considered with dif-
ferent channel-height to sphere-diameter ratioH/D: case F10
with H/D = 18.3 and a total of 9216 particles, and case F50
with H/D = 5.6 and a total of 1024 particles.

Periodic boundary conditions are applied in streamwise
and spanwise directions. At the upper boundary a free-slip
condition is employed. At the bottom boundary a no-slip con-
dition is applied. The spheres are resolved using a variant
of the immersed boundary technique of (Peskin, 1972, 2002)
proposed by Uhlmann (2005). The incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations are integrated in time using a standard frac-
tional step method with a semi-implicit discretisation in time
and central finite differences in space. Details on the numer-
ical method are provided in Uhlmann (2005, 2008). A more
detailed description of the setup can be found in Chan-Braun
(2011); Chan-Braun et al. (2011).

As an illustration of the complexity of the flow, snapshots
are displayed in Figure 2, which show iso-contours of the in-
stantaneous streamwise velocity fluctuation for both cases. In
case F10, the classical arrangement of low speed (blue) and
high speed (red) streaks is clearly observed. In that case the
spheres are small and the streaks differ little from those ob-
served in the flow over a smooth wall. In case F50 the spheres
are roughly three times larger than in case F10, but the overall
picture is still similar. However, the streaks seem to be some-
what smaller and small filaments of high and low speed appear
to be preferentially aligned in between the particles. The fact
that large scale structures are damped with increasing rough-
ness has been previously observed for example by Flores and
Jiménez (2006).

DEFINITION OF FRICTION VELOCITY AND PO-
SITION OF VIRTUAL WALL

In analogy to flow over smooth walls, the flows over sur-
faces roughened by two- or three-dimensional elements might
be considered homogeneous in streamwise and spanwise di-
rection for distances far enough from the wall such that the
horizontal spatial variances of the time-averaged flow field
are small. However, in contrast to smooth walls the origin
of the wall-normal coordinate,y0, cannot be unambiguously
defined for rough boundaries. Similarly, the definition of the

friction velocity, uτ , has to be done with care in flows over
rough walls, while for smooth walls the definition is straight-
forward based on the shear stress at the wallτw and the density
ρ asuτ =

√

τw/ρ. Both quantities,y0 anduτ , are of interest
to scale the results of wall bounded flows and in particular for
the comparison between smooth and rough boundaries. In the
following we review some of the common definitions fory0
anduτ .

A priori definitions of the origin of the wall-normal co-
ordinate,y0, can be based on geometrical considerations. Ex-
amples are the volume of the roughness elements divided by
the area of the virtual wall (cf. Schlichting, 1936), which for
the present geometry leads toy0/D = 0.44 (0.56) in case
F10 (F50), or the average of the maximum surface elevation,
which leads toy0/D = 0.54 (0.65) in case F10 (F50). Here,
y0 is measured from the rigid wall aty= 0 as shown in Figure
1.

A posteriori methods employ the data from measure-
ments or simulations to definey0. Thom (1971) and Jackson
(1981) show that a possible choice is the mean momentum ab-
sorption plane, obtained as the centroid of the drag profile on
the roughness elements. In the present study such a definition
would lead to values ofy0/D = 0.88 (0.84) in case F10 (F50).
It should be noted that in case of a porous sediment layer, this
definition is biased by the inter-porous flow. Most researchers,
however, use methods which involve the adjustment of a loga-
rithmic law to the mean velocity profile (Raupach et al., 1991),
especially for high Reynolds number flows.

Based on the above methods, several studies on turbulent
flow over spheres provide a value ofy0 for a given particle di-
ameter, showing that the variation ofy0/D is in the range 0.68
to 0.82 (cf. reviews in Nezu and Nakagawa, 1993; Dittrich,
1998; Detert et al., 2010; Chan-Braun, 2011). In the present
work, the position of the virtual wall was selected to be fixed
at a given levely0/D = 0.8 which is inside the range of values
determined in relevant experiments.

Turning now to the definition of the velocity scale,uτ ,
three common approaches are discussed in the following.
Again, a widely used method is to obtainuτ by adjusting a
logarithmic law to the mean velocity profile. Assuming the
valuesκ = 0.4 andy0/D = 0.8 for the Kármán constant and
the offset of the virtual wall, respectively, a fit over the range
50δν ≤ (y−y0)≤ 0.5h yieldsuτ/Ubh= 0.062 (0.081) in case
F10 (F50). However, it should be recalled that in the present
low-Reynolds number flow the limited extent of the logarith-
mic region makes this approach relatively error-prone.

Alternatively, the global momentum balance can be used
in order to relate the driving force (either due to a pressuregra-
dient or gravity) to the different contributions to the dragforce
generated at the fluid-solid interfaces. While the mean mo-
mentum balance is uniquely defined, it does not immediately
provide a velocity scale. In some studies the velocity scale
is defined from the volumetric force integrated from the vir-
tual wall-distance to the free surface (for example Nakagawa
and Nezu, 1977; Detert et al., 2010), i.e.u2

τ =−〈dpl/dx〉h/ρ,
whereh is the effective flow depth,h= H −y0, dpl/dx is the
constant pressure gradient and〈·〉 refers to averaging in time
and wall parallel planes. This definition leads touτ/Ubh =
0.066 (0.082) in case F10 (F50).

Finally, let us consider definitions based on the total
shear stress profile. In smooth-wall flow, the total shear stress
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Figure 2. Top view on an instantaneous flow field in case F10(a) and case F50(b). Red (blue) surfaces are iso-contours of the
streamwise velocity fluctuation at values+3uτ (−3uτ ).

τtot is linear with wall-distance and the appropriate velocity
scale is given byu2

τ = τtot(0)/ρ. In rough-wall flow, τtot

in general deviates from a linear relation below the rough-
ness crests which prevents the use of a similar definition, e.g.
based uponτtot(y = y0). Instead, some researchers propose
to determine the velocity scale independently of the position
of the virtual wall by using the total shear stress at the rough-
ness crests, i.e.u2

τ = τtot(y = D)/ρ (Pokrajac et al., 2006).
This definition leads to values ofuτ/Ubh = 0.065 (0.080) in
case F10 (F50). Note that this latter definition makes a di-
rect comparison of different data sets difficult, since the total
shear stress profilesτtot/(ρu2

τ ) represented as a function of
(y− y0)/h will in general not collapse. Alternatively,uτ can
be computed from the total shear stress extrapolated from the
region where it varies linearly (i.e. above the roughness crests)
down to the position of the virtual wall, yielding the relation

τtot = u2
τ

(

1−
y−y0

h

)

(1)

valid for y > D. This definition leads touτ/Ubh = 0.066
(0.082) in case F10 (F50) and has been used in the present
study. Incidentally it can be deduced from the global
momentum balance that the latter definition impliesu2

τ =
−〈dpl/dx〉h/ρ, i.e. it turns out that the definition ofuτ
through (1) is equivalent to the above mentioned definition
used by Nakagawa and Nezu (1977) and Detert et al. (2010)
based upon an integral of the driving force.

The values obtained foruτ usig the various methods do
not differ much. The largest deviations occur for the case
F50. We have checked that the results do not change signifi-
cantly with a differenty0 in the range of values determined in
relevant experiments. As an example, Figure 3 shows mean
streamwise velocity profile of case F50 fory0/D defined in
the range of 0.70 to 0.85 in comparison with the smooth wall
results. As can be expected, the largest influence can be ob-
served in the vicinity of the rough wall. It can be seen that the
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Figure 3. Time and spatially averaged streamwise veloc-
ity component〈u〉 of case F50 and smooth wall reference
case as a function of wall distance. Profiles shown are in
semi-logarithmic scale and normalised byν anduτ based on
three different definition ofy0: — smooth wall reference case
(y0 = 0), – · – y0/D = 0.7, – – –y/D = 0.8, · · · y0/D = 0.85.

influence on the outer flow is small and does not alter conclu-
sions drawn in this study.

RESULTS
Figure 4 shows the mean streamwise velocity profile,

〈u〉/uτ , in case F10 and F50 in comparison with the smooth
wall reference case as a function of wall distance. As can
be seen the profiles shift with increasing values ofD+ of case
F10 to case F50 to smaller values of〈u〉/uτ . This effect is well
known from the literature (cf. Schlichting, 1965, pp. 487),and
shows that while the effect of roughness is weak in case F10
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Figure 4. Time and spatially averaged streamwise velocity
component〈u〉 of case F10 and case F50 in comparison with
smooth wall open channel flow simulation; normalised with
uτ as a function of(y−y0)uτ/ν; Lines show — smooth wall
reference case, – – case F10, –· – case F50.

Table 2. Statistics of drag and lift in case F10 and case F50.
Cxi

F = 〈Fxi/FR〉 is the normalised mean force component in
thexi-direction, withFR as defined in the text,σxi

F is the nor-
malised standard deviation of the force inxi , Sxi

F andKxi
F are

the skewness and kurtosis of the respective force component.

Case Cx
F Cy

F σx
F/FR σy

F/FR

F10 1.04 0.19 0.57 0.20

F50 1.15 0.37 1.32 0.66

Case Sx
F Sy

F Kx
F Ky

F

F10 0.18 1.80 10.13 19.08

F50 0.06 0.26 4.98 5.68

it is stronger in case F50. A similar conclusion can be drawn
from Figure 5 that shows the shift between the velocity pro-
file in the rough wall case and the reference smooth wall case
∆U+, as a function of the root mean square of the velocity
fluctuation in wall normal directionvrms aty=D. In the figure
a compilation of data from other experiments is also shown as
presented by Orlandi and Leonardi (2008) who argued that
there should be a linear relation between∆U+ andvrms. The
present data support that hypothesis. From the velocity shift
and other evidence discussed in more detail in Chan-Braun
(2011) and Chan-Braun et al. (2011) it can be concluded that
case F10 is in the hydraulically-smooth regime while case F50
is in the transitionally-rough regime.

We concentrate now on the the hydrodynamic forces on
the spheres. Table 2 provides the statistics of drag and lift
on the particle, normalised by a reference force defined as
FR = ρu2

τ AR, whereAR is the projected area per particle. In

∆U
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Figure 5. Velocity shift∆U+ as a function of the wall-
normal velocity fluctuation at the plane positioned at the par-
ticles crest,y= D. Figure adapted from Orlandi and Leonardi
(2008), Burattini et al. (2008),�; Orlandi and Leonardi
(2008), ⋄; Leonardi et al. (2003),◦; Orlandi and Leonardi
(2006),△; Flores and Jiménez (2006),▽; present simulations,
•.

both cases positive mean values for drag and lift are obtained,
lift being smaller than the drag by 18% (32%) in case F10
(F50). It should be noted that the obtained values for lift com-
pare well to the study of Hall (1988) (not shown). The stan-
dard deviation of drag increases from being larger than the
mean drag by a factor of 0.60 in case F10 to a factor of 1.15
larger than the mean drag in case F50. Similarly the values
of the standard deviation of lift also increase from a factorof
1.05 of the mean lift in case F10 to 1.78 in case F50. The
increase in drag and lift fluctuations with increasing rough-
ness is somewhat surprising as it contradicts to some degree
the assumption often made that the force fluctuations directly
correlate with the velocity fluctuations in the vicinity of the
wall. The fluctuations in streamwise direction however de-
crease from case F10 to F50 in agreement to the influence of
roughness generally reported in the literature (not shown).

The skewness of drag and lift can be discussed jointly
with the two-dimensional probability density function (2D-
pdf) of drag and lift shown in Figures 7a and 7b. In case F10,
the outer iso-contours are somewhat asymmetric with respect
to the x-axis of Figure 7(a). Therefore, positive lift fluctua-
tions occur with a higher probability than negative ones. In
contrast to this, the contour appear rather symmetric with re-
spect to the y-axis from which it can be concluded that pos-
itive as well as negative drag fluctuations occur with similar
probabilities. The effect can be quantified by the skewness
provided in Table 2, that shows that the skewness is indeed
higher for lift than for drag. Table 2 also shows that the skew-
ness of the respective values of drag and lift are higher in case
F10 than in case F50. This can also be deduced from Figure 7
(b) in which the contours are nearly circular. Table 2 also pro-
vides the values for the kurtosis of lift and drag which cannot
be discussed from the 2d-pdf, since the kurtosis is highly in-
fluenced by the tails of the distribution which are not shown in
the mentioned figure. In general highest values of the kurtosis
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are obtained in case F10 while in case F50 the values are close
to those of a Gaussian distribution. It is remarkable, that espe-
cially in case F10 very high values are obtained for lift which
indicates that lift fluctuations of several standard deviations
might occur.

As discussed above, the shape of the pdfs in figures 7a
and 7b is almost symmetric with respect to at least one axis.
As a consequence it might be assumed that drag and lift are
esentially uncorrelated. However, the cross-correlationcoef-
ficient of drag and lift as a function of a time shiftτlag, dis-
played in Figure 6, shows that while there is indeed virtually
no correlation forτlag = 0, a significant correlation occurs
with a certain time delay. The correlation reaches a maxi-
mum value for a time lag ofτlagUbh/h = 0.192 (0.237) in
case F10 (F50). For comparison, the experimental results of
Hofland (2005) and Dwivedi (2010) are also included in Fig-
ure 6. These experiments were carried out at significantly
higher Reynolds numbers and in case of Hofland (2005) also
with non-spherical particles. In spite of this, similar correla-
tions were obtained as in the present numerical simulations.
The figure shows that the time lag of the correlation seems
to scale in outer flow units. This could indicate that the flow
structures that contribute to the correlation between liftand
drag have a large scale, of the order of the flow depth, and are
convected at a velocity of the order of the bulk velocity.

Turning back to the discussion of the 2D-pdfs, Figures 7c
and 7d show the 2D-pdf between lift and drag but with a shift
in time corresponding to the maximum correlation. The over-
all picture is that low/high drag events correlate with low/high
lift events with a time delay. However, for a given level of drag
fluctuations a rather broad range of lift fluctuations is present
and vice versa.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, some results of the DNS of flow over one
layer of spheres above a rigid wall have been presented. We
have discussed several methods available for the specifica-
tion of y0 and uτ in this kind of flows. This issue remains
a matter of debate and depends to some extent on the avail-
able data in the particular study. However, as long as one of
the generally accepted alternatives is adopted, the results will
be amenable to physical interpretation, but note that enough
information should be provided such that a reader might re-
scale the results according to an alternative definition ofy0
and uτ . Flow visualizations have shown the appearance of
low and high speed streaks, as expected, whose size seems
to be somewhat smaller with increasing roughness. We have
also shown that the shift in the mean velocity profile obtained
for our cases is consistent with previous experiments and sim-
ulations of flow over walls roughened in various geometrical
ways. As our main result, the drag and lift on the particles
have been discussed. It has been shown that although these
two quantities appear to be uncorrelated, this is a mislead-
ing observation since temporal correlations show that theyare
strongly correlated with a time delay. The temporal correla-
tions seem to scale in outer units, a fact supported by compar-
ison to experiments at very different flow conditions.
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